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In the autumn of 1965 I went,
guitar, suitcase and sheepskin coat
à la every protestin’ folk singin’ son
of Woody Guthrie, out to the
Greater Pittsburgh, not yet Interna-
tional, Airport. Boarded a 707 that
took me to Eero Saarinen’s ode to
air in New Yawk, and then the great

circle route to Copenhagen, Denmark. I was almost
tossed out the country on my commodious tuckus. A
story for another time another place. Took the last
plane to Aalborg and was met there at the station.
Final lap by car to New Experimental College. Tippy
North of Jutland. My alma mater. We referred to it
with affection as New Excremental College. It was
the furthest out of all the alternative education insti-
tutions of that era.

There were many pedagogical quirks manifest in
the educational path trampled at NEC. But we lived
and died by several seeming self-evident principles.
The first: “The program is the people who come.” Our
journey in learning was dependent on the people and
the world surrounding us. I find this simple idea true
everywhere. The company I work for changes in sig-
nificant ways every time someone is hired or leaves.
My circle of friends vary in complexity, purpose and
meaning with ebb and flow. Warp and woof. People
wax and wane. I, myself, wax and wane.

The very definition of Parsec lives in the people
who inhabit our organization. You. It doesn’t matter
if you show up at meetings. It doesn’t matter if you
volunteer to help. It matters only that you take part in
our unifying mission statement. “The mission of this
corporation is to promote awareness of the richness
of speculative fiction as literature, art and music; fur-
ther general education in the sciences and arts, sup-
port contribution, both scientific and artistic, to
society and to espouse the enjoyment of speculative
fiction as literature, art and music with others.”

President’s Capsule

by Joe Coluccio

When I first became involved with Parsec about
five years ago, I was only aware of the “Meeting”
group which meets the second Saturday of each
month. Some years earlier I had been to Confluence,
Nancy Kress and Charles Sheffield were GOH but
had no idea of the relationship with Parsec. I heard
the word Alpha on occasion. It was only after three
or so years of becoming involved that I became aware
Triangulation was a part of a Publishing arm. It is not
an uncommon phenomenon. Many members have lit-
tle contact with anything other than the Saturday
“meeting” group.

The four committees that comprise Parsec: Meet-
ing, Conference, Workshop and Publication, are held
together by a thin paste made up of past relationships
and founder’s ideals. It is my hope we can find the
“super glue” required to make Parsec become a co-
herent whole.

I have been to a meeting of the Conference Com-
mittee, a recent meeting of The Alpha Workshop and
helped with some fundraising for this year’s Trian-
gulation. Everyone one concerned was enthusiastic
in a manner in agreement with the spirit of the Parsec
mission. Few have interactions with the other groups.
Doesn’t matter. What matters is the way in which we
support one another. I pledge to do what I can to bring
knowledge and support for all things “Parsec.”

PARSEC is Pittsburgh’s premiere organi-
zation of science fiction, fantasy and hor-
ror.  We sponsor an annual conference,
workshops for young writers, lectures,
and other events that promote a love of
the written word and a passion for spec-
ulative fiction.  Our members include
writers, teachers and fans.  PARSEC is a
501c3 non-profit corporation.



colonization.  We were fortunate to have Sarah
Goslee, whose specialty is the prospect of growing
Earth plants in strange new environments (see, you
don’t get that from her program bio).  Expert testi-
mony kept going strong as our Guest of Honor Joan
Slonczewski (she goes with the “zoo” pronunciation)
talked at 10 AM Saturday about Antarctica, the
panel’s alternative title being “Dead Penguins and
Chocoholics.”  I followed that up with “Weird Pitts-
burgh,” though I was a bit sad to find that it was
about mythic Pittsburgh more than genuinely weird
Pittsburgh.  (Gustav Whitehead, anyone?)  I then
rounded out that afternoon with panels on the joys of
research, the plucky masochism of making an indie
film, Deep Places, and the relationships between au-
thors and editors.

So I was already very satis-
fied.  It was a solid little con,
with Danish and cheesecake
available in the con suite while
someone sang the praises of
hard-boiled eggs, and that could
have been that, but then I saw
Super Smash Opera.  Let me be
clear that I know almost nothing
about opera and even less about
video games, particularly from
the golden age of Nintendo, so
“SSO” was something of an ed-
ucation.  Quite simply, it was
the most stupendous show we
ever had, and I still fondly recall
Grease Wars.  I give anyone –
in this case, one Liz Rishel – a
ton of credit for even attempting
the aria of the Queen of Night,

so high and airy and lilting for lyrics amounting to
“Let’s kill your daddy!”  In fact, almost the full hour
was packed with an embarrassment of riches.  See
Pikachu as Papageno!  See Luigi stab Mario to the
tune of “Toreador!”  Apart from watching Olivia
Munn play economist Sloan Sabbith on “The News-
room,” it was perhaps the most perfect nerdgasm I’ve
had in years.

That was pretty much the evening, but I stopped
by Gail Z. Martin’s book launch party for the Pitts-

It was the first time in a third of a century that I
had booked a room, having always been able to leave
that to others.  There was some suspense as my to-be
roommate failed to mention that he felt financially
constrained from getting a room till as late as June
30, this while we kept getting “Please buy up the
block of rooms right now!” notes, so I took the
plunge and somehow wound up with Nils Hammer
as my new roommate.  Nils, who of course brought
his harp, proved to be agreeable, and I apologize –
someone ought to – that, in spite of my giving Nils
the confirmation number and the hotel his name, they
still felt obliged to track me down to let him in.

After seeing Greg look fully ceremonial in his coat
and kilt, then trying a salmon over at Max and
Erma’s, I basically holed up in my room, which

worked out okay for Nils tracking me down, but I no
doubt missed a lot of great panels that Friday
evening.  I did check on the end of Tremors and the
beginning of Remo Williams in the video lounge, but
while I found Geis’s choice of program to be strong
and good, I’d already seen everything and felt no fur-
ther urges that weekend for any more second view-
ings.  Though I did peek in on the book launch party
for Mary Soon Lee’s Crowned, I really didn’t get into
the swing of the con until the 10 PM panel on space
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ray guns.  He also confessed that he owns a gold
mine, useless for over a hundred years, out in Cripple
Creek, Colorado, and he showed us documentation
that he is both a Starfleet officer and a member of the
Single Action Shooting Society.  He spoke of others
who had known a taste of the West, calling Theodore
Roosevelt our only cowboy President, and noting
that a young Edgar Rice Burroughs got sent out West
to avoid a spread of influenza, and one does suspect
the West influenced his writing.

Bill kicked off with “The Steam Man of the
Prairies.”  Coming out just after the Civil War, this
is the story of a smart boy who cobbles together a
steam-driven mechanical man basically because his
mother asks him to.  This story was to anticipate the
rise of the Frank Reade and the Frank Reade, Jr ad-
ventures of the late 19th Century, which in turn an-
ticipated Tom Swift and the Hardy Boys.  Then he

moved on to authors such as
Harry Bates, perhaps best
known for the story inspiring
the movie “The Day the Earth
Stood Still,” creating an as-
tronaut hero referred to as
Space Hawk for his Hawk
Carse stories.  (I will here in-
sert that there is something
about this hawk motif: a
British comic strip called
“Jeff Hawke” once offered
fairly mature SF stories.)

C. L Moore gave us North-
west Smith, clearly a kind of
Western antihero working out
in space.  Bill draws a thread
from Northwest Smith
through Han Solo to Malcolm

Reynolds of “Firefly.”  He also noted Eric John
Stark, created by Leigh Brackett, and Andre Norton’s
creation Kade Whitehawk, an American Indian
working for a Space Service.  Other stories came out:
H. Beam Piper’s “Lone Star Planet,” John Jakes’
“Six-Gun Planet,” John Boyd’s “The Andromeda
Gun.”  There also came more heroes: Mike Resnick’s
Santiago, as well as Resnick’s alternative historical
takes on Doc Holliday, or Tim Truman’s Emanuel

The ConComm meeting didn’t really coalesce
until 12:30, and while I consider much of it to be ei-
ther confidential or rendered moot by Confluence it-
self, I do note that Kira reported that she had just been
diagnosed with breast cancer.  As of this writing she
expects to be all right for the immediate future, but I
believe we can give aid and comfort if and when
needed.

The 1:30 meeting got a good crowd of around
thirty.  Among the seen: Randy Hoffman, Jim Mann,
Mary Tabasko, John Schmid, Nancy Janda, Lara Van
Winkle, Bonnie Bogovich, Mike Watt, Amy Best,
Matt Urick, Joe Newcomer, Paul Reilly.  Jean Martin
arrived just in time for the raffle and won it.  The raf-
fle got $33 and Jean got a vampire anthology.

Randy won a songwriting contest.  It was noted
that a recent issue of Foreign Affairs had a cover
story about robots and their effect on society, written
by a CMU professor.  Our
August picnic is looking for
filk performers and readers,
and Kira and Randy were
asked to contact Partners in
K’Rhyme to check their avail-
ability.  Greg raised the ques-
tion of whether we simply
want a Christmas party or a
proper December meeting as
well – and I’ll tell you right
now, if I have to choose be-
tween the two at the same
time, I’m going to the party.
Mike Watt, son of our speaker
that day, has Movie Outlaw 2
out and available via Amazon.

President Joe kicked things
off by recalling how he was a
“genre slut,” that is to say, promiscuous.  He already
gave us a presentation on science fiction and “noir,”
and rising new author Thomas Sweterlitsch talked to
us about science fiction and the New Wave.  It
thereby seemed sensible to discuss science fiction
and Westerns, and then Bill Watt took over.

Bill brought spurs which he did not wear, but he
did wear a bandana and a Stetson, and he brought
guns, both old-style guns (fake, of course) and toy
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recommending Tremors 4. There was little to say
about Wild Wild West (“The TV show was Shake-
speare compared to this”) or “kitchen sink” projects
like Cowboys and Aliens or Jonah Hex.  I was heart-
ened that he enjoyed John Carter of Mars.  Randy
mentioned Guardians of the Galaxy and Kira offered
the Mad Max movies.

Moving on to TV, Bill claimed that no less than
Isaac Asimov, Arthur C. Clarke, and James Blish con-
tributed to “Captain Video.”  He noted the supernat-
ural tone of the “Rawhide” episode “Incident of the
Blue Fire,” as well as forays by “Doctor Who,” “The
Time Tunnel,” even “The Prisoner,” and of course
Trek’s “Spectre of the Gun.”  (I also think at least two
“Lost in Space” episodes touched on the cowboy
motif, and “Outer Limits” episodes like “Tumble-
weeds” and “Corpus Earthling” took on a Western
flavor.)  He mentioned a cartoon show called “Cow-
boys of Moo Mega” before going on to “The Wild
Wild West” (“steampunk James Bond spoof”), and an
episode of “Star Trek: The Next Generation.”  (A
thought only now hits me: the whole premise of
“Deep Space Nine” felt Western to me.)  He noted the
bygone experiment that was “Outlaws,” with cow-
boys time-traveling into the present and ... pretty
much conforming, really.

He wrapped up with two good shows, one being
“Brisco County, Jr.” starring Bruce Campbell as a
lawman always fascinated by the Next Thing in a
world of innovation and the occasional intrusion of a
mysterious Orb.  The other, of course, was “Firefly.”

I think Bill made a case for there having been en-
joyable and even substantial mixtures of science fic-
tion with Westerns.  However, I would close with an
extra thought.  We are still now only dimly imagining,
in movies ranging from Interstellar to the forthcom-
ing The Martian” the true challenges of surviving so
far from our homeworld.  Westerns grew out of their
sense of place, and while there are some parallels and
metaphors to be drawn between space and the West,
I think space will prove to be very much its own
place, with its own feel, its own dynamic, its own
motif.  We can go on having space Westerns, but I
hope also for stories born of space itself.  I offer that
perhaps such a story may be called ... an Outern.

And with that I’m off to Confluence.

Santana, a scout of the future, or one Bluefeather
Fellini created by Max Evans, a drinking buddy of
Sam Peckinpah’s.

Bill then moved on to movies.  He began with the
Gene Autry serial “The Phantom Empire,” with
which I was pleasantly familiar, in which singing
cowboy Gene Autry not only had to contend against
evil Dr. Beetson and his quest for radium, or the un-
derground city of Murania and its Thunder Riders, but
time itself to always ride back to Radio Ranch to sing
his daily song.  Sadly, Lord Argo betrayed Queen
Tika, and Murania conveniently melted away like the
Wicked Witch of the West herself.  All this, plus Smi-
ley Burnette.

There seems to be a perverse tendency to recall The
Valley of Gwangi as the go-to “cowboys and di-
nosaurs” movie, but Bill prefers Beast of Hollow
Mountain starring Guy Madison.  He is of course fond
of Back to the Future III, and sums up Star Wars as a
“World War Two samurai Western swashbuckler” or
some such thing.  (He treated us to a photo of Harri-
son Ford holding a sign declaring “I shot first!”)

(A couple of movies I feel moved to comment on.
Bill mentioned Moon Zero Two only to dismiss it, but
I’ll tell you my own experience of it.  The idea is that
a hero, the first man on Mars, finds himself reduced
to running errands with a Russian friend in a kind of
modified LEM named, you guessed it, Moon Zero
Two.  To me this begs the question of who beats out
the first man on Mars so as to claim Moon Zero One.
Anyhow, they must help beautiful Catherine Schell,
perhaps best known as the shapeshifter Maya from
the second season of “Space: 1999,” whose brother
has been killed.  Why?  Because he got in the way of
an evil man buying up lots of seemingly worthless
lunar land, when in fact an asteroid comprised largely
of emerald is about to crash there.  It is to my chagrin
that I thought the great Donald Pleasence played the
villain, but no, I’ve been proven wrong.  Apart from
diversions like a board game named Moonopoly, Bill
is right, this is a poor Western ripoff.  Schell even gets
saddled with the name Clementine.  Bill also men-
tioned Westworld as a warning against robots taking
over – I have to wonder if he is familiar with the se-
quel to Westworld, Futureworld, in which – spoiler
alert! – the robots seek to invade the world by repli-
cating all the highest-ranking human visitors.)

Bill moved on to Battle Beyond the Stars, Out-
land(basically “Io Noon”), and “Tremors, particularly
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drugs in Gray Lensmen, as Kinnison works his way
up the zwilnik network.   To make his disguise as the
meteor miner Wild Bill Williams convincing he has
to learn to drink and drug.  He chooses bentlam as the
least pernicious, but we learn about the others.  One
chews bentlam like tobacco, one smokes hadive, ni-
trolabe is injected, and one sniffs thionite.   Thionite
is the most expensive: an addict needs more and more
of the blue-purple dust till the truly inevitable over-
dose.

So why are zwilniks such a threat?   Because the
Lensman novels were written in Thirties America,
with Galactic Patrol serialized in Astounding Science
Fiction September 1937—February 1938, and Gray
Lensman in October 1939—January 1940.  When
people think of the Thirties they remember the De-
pression, the Dust Bowl, or the rise of Fascism.   But
the Thirties also brought the ascendancy of Harry
Anslinger, appointed first Commissioner of the Fed-
eral Bureau of Narcotics in 1930.

Anslinger was an empire builder looking for a new
threat.  By the middle of the decade he was in full cry
against marijuana.  He fulminated against it on radio,
he wrote scare stories for The American Magazine,
he used and reused dubious police news from his
“Gore Files” till the public was convinced that one
puff on a marijuana cigarette could turn anybody into
a murderer or rapist.

An example: “An entire family was murdered by a
youthful addict in Florida. When officers arrived at
the home, they found the youth staggering about in a
human slaughterhouse. With an axe he had killed his
father, mother, two brothers, and a sister. He seemed
to be in a daze… He had no recollection of having
committed the multiple crime. The officers knew him
ordinarily as a sane, rather quiet young man; now he
was pitifully crazed. They sought the reason. The boy
said that he had been in the habit of smoking some-
thing which youthful friends called “muggles,” a
childish name for marijuana..”   Anslinger fails to
mention that the police tried to have Victor Licata
committed a year before the murders, and that he was
later diagnosed as schizophrenic.  Pot’s always to
blame.

Harry Anslinger got his Marijuana Tax Act in
1937.   And the rest of us got zwilniks and Reefer
Madness. 

(Reprinted by permissionion from John’s blog at
http://peatbogsoldier.blogspot.com)

Harry Anslinger, Lensman
by John Alfred Taylor

Bentlam, hadive, nitrolabe, thionite.--names only
a zwilnik could love.   And what is a zwilnik, O Best
Beloved?   A zwilnik is a person who sells bentlam.
hadive, nitrolabe or thionite.

Enough coyness.  A zwilnik is a dope-dealer: bent-
lam and the rest are his stock in trade.  Zwilniks are
prominent among the villains of E. E. Smith’s Lens-
man novels, right up there with space pirates. 

Smith is the Wagner of space opera, with loving
descriptions of thousands of ships blasting away at
each other with energy projectors and “allotropic iron
torpedoes,” not to mention the occasional planet
crushed by having other planets steered into them,
meanwhile bombarding the reader with superlatives
and exclamation points.

The Lensman series are also cops and robbers sto-
ries—I say cops and robbers rather than detectives to
hint at the narrative level.  The cops—pardon me, the
Lensmen—have the Lens for badge.  Nobody gets a
Lens unless his heart is pure; it’s psychically tuned to
him specifically, and enables him to read minds and
neat stuff like that.

Lensmen are the spearhead of Civilization (with a
capital C) in the battle against an organization or en-
tity called Boskone.  Finding the real bad guys in the
Lensman novels is like peeling an onion.  At the end
of Galactic Patrol Lensman Kimball Kinnison dis-
covers the enemy’s main galactic base, and kills its
commander Helmuth, who “speaks  for Boskone,”
while Civilization’s Grand Fleet reduces the fortress.
But then he discovers Helmuth was taking orders
from somebody in Lundmatk’s Nebula, where crea-
tures called the Eich compose the Council of
Boskone.   And beyond them are even nastier Eddo-
rians--finally eliminated in Children of the Lens.      

But back to zwilniks.   Why do the first two novels
make drug-pushers such a threat to Civilization?

In Galactic Patrol we see Kinnison visit Trenco –
-a planet with extreme weather and no fixed topogra-
phy—to borrow fifty kilos of thionite, the worst drug
there is.  Never mind that the Lensmen on Trenco are
there to interdict the thionate trade—whatever a fel-
low Lensman wants a Lensman gets-- they even help
him harvest the stuff.   Though Kinnison puts it to
good use during his attack on Helmuth’s fortress.

The reader learns more about thionite and the other 5



Summer Reading
brief reviews

by Mary Soon Lee
Traitor's Moon , by Lynn Flewelling
This is the third book in the Nightrunner fantasy series. I enjoyed it very much,  though a shade less than the

first two books. This book has less  derring-do and more political intrigue. At times, I lost track of the  relationships
between the eleven Aurenen clans. I continue to love the  two main characters, Alec and Seregil. 4 out of 5 stars.

 Shadows Return by Lynn Flewelling
     The fourth book in the Nightrunner series, and,  yes, I enjoyed it very much, though I was a little  disappointed

that there was a lengthy section where Alec and Seregil  were separated from each other.  4 out of 5 stars.
 The White Road" by  Lynn Flewelling
       The fifth Nightrunner novel, and, surprise, surprise, I enjoyed it very much. Indeed, I liked i  t  even better

than books three and four. I do not claim that the  Nightrunner books are great literature, but I have derived great 
pleasure from them. I am captivated by the characters, and it will be  a challenge to make myself save the remaining
two books to read when  our family is on vacation. 5 out of 5 stars.

Casket of Souls by Lynn Flewelling
The sixth Nightrunner novel. For me, this series is a delight, this book included. It is not that the prose nor the

world-building stand out, but rather that I love the characters. Offhand, I can think of only one fictional friendship
that has brought me more pleasure than that between Seregil and Alec. Their friendship anchors the series and
fills me with happiness. (For the curious, the other literary friendship that stands out for me is the one between
Aubrey and Maturin in Patrick O'Brian's outstanding Napoleonic-era naval series.) 5 out of 5 stars.

The Secret History of the Mongols,  adapted by Paul Kahn
This book is an adaptation of other  people's translations (most notably Francis Woodman Cleaves's  translation)

of a Mongolian work written in the thirteenth  century. Much of the book describes Chingis Khan's life. I read this 
book as background research for my writing. My earlier research on the Mongols was standard non-fiction, and
this adaptation of a thirteenth century  text offered more of the flavor of the Mongol culture. As a reference  work,
I rate it highly, but I make no claim that it's fun summer  reading. 4 out of 5 stars.

The Clockwork Dagger" by  Beth Cato
An imaginative steampunk fantasy written with wit and  intelligence. I liked the capable,  courageous heroine,

and enjoyed the romance element. And I have a soft  spot for airships. (N.B. I recommend Kenneth Oppel's young
adult book Airborn to  others fond of airships.) I look forward to the sequel. 4 out of 5 stars.

Falling From Horses by Molly Gloss
This is a beautifully written tale centered around Bud, a boy growing up on a ranch in the 1920s and 1930s,

who then moves to Hollywood in 1938 to work with horses in cowboy movies. The spare, poetic style reminds
me both of other work by Molly Gloss and of the Norwegian author, Per Petterson. The book shifts from sections
narrated by Bud (starting with his bus journey to Hollywood in 1938), and third-person sections set in the 1920s
and 1930s. I particularly love the voice of Bud-as-narrator, who, many years later, looks back on himself as a boy.
I love the prose, the characters, the story itself. This is easily the best book I have read so far this summer, but it
is less straightforwardly pleasurable than Lynn Flewelling's Nightrunner series. I note that characters in Molly
Gloss's earlier book, The Hearts of Horses, resurface here, but Falling From Horses can be read on its own. 5 out
of 5 stars.

Mongol Warrior 1200-1350 by Stephen Turnbull
This book is part of the very handy Osprey series of short, illustrated military history books. Much of the material

about the Mongols in this book was familiar to me, but it was still a good refresher. Not for the first time, I read
the assertion that Mongols wore silk shirts so that arrowheads could be more easily removed from their wounds.
And not for the first time, I wondered if this really works. 4 out of 5 stars.
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Assassin's Apprentice by Robin Hobb
This is the first book in a trilogy. I found it a nicely written, intelligent fantasy with a compelling and sympathetic

protagonist: a young boy who has a very tough childhood, growing up as the bastard son of a prince. It took about
ten sides before the story hooked me, then it held my attention until the end. I did wish, however, that the central
character would suffer a little less, or at least be less isolated in his suffering. Several of the secondary characters
drew me strongly, and I hope they feature in the sequels. 4 out of 5 stars.

Royal Assassin by Robin Hobb
This is the middle book in the fantasy trilogy that began with "Assassin's Apprentice." I found Fitz, the main

character, very sympathetic (again), and the writing strong (again), and I very much liked several of the secondary
characters (again). To offer up two quibbles: the villain seemed unconvincing and the plot rather repetitive, perhaps
because I read this back-to-back with Assassin's Apprentice. Despite my quibbles, I was hooked by the book and
didn't want to put it down. 4 out of 5 stars.

Assassin's Quest by Robin Hobb
This is the final book in the Farseer fantasy trilogy. I liked it the least of the three books. My favorite aspect of

the trilogy was the relationship between the main character, Fitz, and several of the secondary characters. This
book had a very extended section where Fitz interacted with none of those characters. At over 750 pages, the book
also felt overly drawn-out to me. It is a mark of the author's skill that she made me care deeply about the characters
in this trilogy, but my joy in those characters was partly negated by the time I finished this book.... Mild spoiler
warning: I was disappointed by the ending. 3 out of 5 stars.

The Unraveling: High Hopes and Missed Opportunities in Iraq by Emma Sky
This book describes the author's experiences in Iraq from 2003 to 2014. Initially a British volunteer there to

help in the rebuilding of the country, Emma Sky became an advisor to senior US military officials. I know too
little to judge whether the book accurately and fairly depicts events in Iraq, but the subject matter is both important
and fascinating. Yet so much material is covered here that I found it hard to absorb the details. In addition, the
content was often grim. I'm glad I read this, but I didn't much enjoy doing so. 3 out of 5 stars.

The Martian, by Andy Weir
A highly entertaining, gripping science fiction novel about an astronaut stranded on Mars. With humor. And

interesting science. And likable characters. I have only one significant complaint: there are no other books available
by Andy Weir. Hopefully he's busy writing another. 5 out of 5 stars.

burgh-set steampunk adventure Iron and Blood.
While my own room was cool, the hotel continued to
develop certain sweltering pockets, so it was an irony
we could have done without that a steampunk event
felt a bit, er, steamy.  By a fascinating coincidence
Nils and I had the room directly next door to the Fort
Weyr gathering, so I popped in there and noticed a
small birthday cake for Nancy Janda, which I hope
she was able to partake of.

Come Sunday I basically hung out in one panel
room until my would-have-been roommate became
my ride back home.  Some panelists seemed to really
hit their stride as the end approached.  Slonczewski
was passionate about the idea (the hope, it still sounds
like to me) that AI will “evolve” social sensibilities
much as humans have.  (We have?)  David Hartwell
confessed that an editor could be successful sticking
with known “hot” authors and never deigning to look
in the slush pile – but such an editor will never make

any discoveries, either.
On the basis of a forceful Eric Davin testimonial

(I know, both descriptors are redundant), I got a new
anthology from the dealers’ room (complete with a
scribbled Karl Schroeder autograph).  I hoped to
score some art, but that didn’t happen.  I’m mainly
about paintings and drawings, and I saw nice
“woodsy” works by a Mark Roland, as well as fine
offerings from an Alan M. Clark, a Maia B.W.
Sanders, and an April Robinson, and I particularly
appreciated the humor of Sarah Clemens, but nothing
really sparked me to buy it.

As I consider the weird fact that my ride’s friend
lost her phone, possibly at the con, I did promise Nils
that I would pass along one idea.  Quite simply: a
message board.  He even had a kind of tripod to set
something up.  Put it up, then let people make con-
nections as they wander in and out.  Makes sense to
me.  Just saying.

I’m preregistered for 2016. 

Confluence continued from Page 2
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20 years, and he gave me at least 40 years more to
live.  Since I am now 66 [which would put her birth
date at 1889], it seems likely I'll get my wish to see
the space station launched, and the first moon flight.
I hope I can last out till they hit Mars, too!  Also, I'd
like to see Halley's comet again.  I remember it well
from 1910."

Brief Bios
Rory Magill

by Eric Leif Davin

"Rory Magill" (Dorothea M. Faulkner) (1889-?):
"Dottie," as she was known to her friends, became ac-
tive in the Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society
(LASFS) and the affiliated Outlander Society in the
late 1940s.  She often co-edited the club's famous
fanzine, Shangri-La, as it was known at the time.  She
was described by fellow LASFS and Outlander mem-
ber Len Moffatt as, "a little old grey-haired lady from
Covina [an L.A. suburb] and the type of person we
used to call a 'pistol.'"  She wrote letters to the pro-
fessional SF magazines under the name "Grandma the
Demon" and published both serious and humorous
fiction and poetry.

Moffatt went on to say of her, "Intelligent, well-
read, opinionated, and articulate, she was fun to be
with, to talk with, even if you might not agree with
her right-wing politics.  She carried on a correspon-
dence with John W. Campbell, Jr., Eric Frank Russell,
and Robert A. Heinlein.  She was the widow of a
Naval officer and had at least one daughter whom I
only met once or twice.  She was as independent as a
hog on ice...and an outstanding story teller and lim-
erick reciter."  She most likely had more than one
child, as she said, she wrote the letter which appeared
in the September, 1951 Planet Stories  (p. 110) while
babysitting three of her 13 grandchildren.  She would
have been about 62 at that time.

In a letter to the Fall, 1955 issue of Startling Stories
under the name "Rory Magill Faulkner," she com-
plained about the demise of Thrilling Wonder Stories
and Fantastic Story and the fact that Startling had
fallen to quarterly publication.  "Is this a sign of the
decline and fall of science fiction?  I hope not, for
what am I going to read then?  I don't like slick mag-
azines, love stories, and am fed to the teeth with mur-
der mysteries.  In sheer self defense I have gone back
to the beginning of my SF collection and have been
reading the old ones over again."  She objected to
"The Snows of Ganymede," by Poul Anderson, be-
cause there was, "Too much sociological stuff in this
story for me.  I like 'em more human -- and I don't
mean love stories, either."

She then told us a little about herself:  "I had a good
going over by my doctor last month, the first one in

SF and Rock ‘N Roll
Blows Against The Empire
Paul Kantner and the Jefferson Starship

By Larry Ivkovich

This 1970 concept album was primarily conceived
by Paul Kantner and Grace Slick of the  Sixties’ psy-
chedelic rock group, the Jefferson Airplane. As such,

it has a couple of
distinctions. The
first is the album is
considered to be
the first Jefferson
Starship album
though, at the time,
it looked to be a
one-off side proj-
ect.

The Airplane
was taking a hiatus and its members were off doing
different things but the hope was they’d all get back
together in time. Their fans, of course, demanded it!
Subsequent Starship albums never repeated this same
type of imaginative story-telling and were performed
by different members (with the exception of Kantner
and Slick) but were still good, mainly rocking out in
a more traditional Seventies style.

The second distinction (and most interesting for
genre fans) is Blows Against the Empire was the first
rock album to be nominated for a Hugo Award in
1971. It was nominated in the “Best Dramatic Pres-
entation”category and ended up coming in second in
the voting. It lost to the“No Award” category which
essentially means the voters decided nothing was
worth winning for BDP that year, which seems silly,
but what do I know?

Then again, what did they know? Truth to tell, this
album was one of my favorites when I was in college
so I may be a little biased. Yet, I truly feel Blows
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Against the Empire holds up today, creatively, musi-
cally, and conceptually. The album tells the story of
a futuristic world where agroup of downtrodden and
disenfranchised rebels hijack a starship and leave
Earth to start a new life for themselves among the
stars.

Kantner  borrowed some of the thematic ideas for
the album from selected works by Robert Heinlein,
particularly the novel, Methuselah’s Children. In fact,
he is reported to have written to Heinlein for permis-
sion to use those ideas, which Heinlein gladly granted.
The author stated no one else had ever asked him for
permission before, just using his stuff out-of-hand, so
he was pleasantly surprised at Kantner’s respectful re-
quest.

Of course, during that era, the Jefferson Airplane
members had become radically political in a lot of
their music so that an against-the-establishment ele-
ment is definitely present in Blows Against the Em-
pire. The songs cover a lot of musical territory from
full-blown rock (“Mau Mau (Amerikon)”) to banjo-
led folk-rock (“The Baby Tree”) to dreamy aural
landscapes (“Sunrise,” “Have You Seen the Stars
Tonight?”). Kantner and Slick are joined on the album
by many members of the music royalty of that time,
including some from the San Francisco Bay area–
David Crosby, Graham Nash, members of Quicksil-
ver Messenger Service, Jerry Garcia and bassist Jack
Casady of the Airplane, among others. Marty Balin
of the Airplane, while not participating in the record-
ing of the album, did help with writing some of the
songs. The following link connects to a site where you
can listen to most of the album:
http://tinyurl.com/qjl55p9
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Monthly Meeting
August

Featured Speaker for August 8, 2015 – Time:
1:30 pm.

William Blake Hall
“Beyond A to Z: How Do You Disorganize Your

Science Fiction Library?”

Bill Hall has been a Parsec member for a quarter
century. He is presently the Secretary of the Parsec
Meeting Committee and has been contributing
movie and book reviews and the minutes of our
meetings to Sigma since around 1990.

(Note:   This program or event is neither sponsored or en-
dorsed by Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh.)




